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Preface 

by Captain Hassler 

My dear comrade, 

Your study on “white arms in the great war” and your “simplified method of bayonet”, in 

collaboration with a sports writer well known by readers of the Journal, has a spirited 

interest for me in these diverse titles. 

As the result of situations experienced and payed for with several injuries, because German 

bullets are not laughed at by you- such is the primordial quality of your study. 

It is suitable to retain the conclusions from engagements with the thrust of white arms in 

which you have taken part, and where the morale of a soldier, as you have well advised, 

plays such a great role. 

To simplify once more the practice of the bayonet, you know to allow fully for the special 

conditions where one finds the soldier who starts, on the charge, in the middle of the 

hubbub of the artillery, the noise of the machine guns, the whistling of bullets, among the 

diverse emotions of combat, where each assailant can see many comrades fall before 

arriving at the enemy. 

We are no more in an age of chivalry where combatants throw bayonets aloft in a 

formidable melee or, only the cries and clatter of alternate arms with the exclusion of the 

deadly “tacatacatacataca” of the machine guns. 

The Germans have even exploited against us the marvellous innate disposition of the 

French soldier for combat with the bayonet. 

At different times, their appearance of retreat is only a trap in which unfortunate men threw 

themselves at the start of the campaign, while attacking too far with white arms, suddenly 

coming upon exposed machine guns. 

Actual trench warfare, with its accumulation of engines of destruction of all sorts, no longer 

allows as frequently beneficial bayonet charges which bring about decisive results. 

One must destroy material objects, iron wire, machine guns, landmines etc. One must 

“stupefy” the enemy under projectiles, then thrust forward with our bayonets: such is the 

formula of success. 

Thus, when regarding white arms, one must recall the necessity to have a greater number 

of munitions possible, one must repeat how much it is important to press on with superior 

artillery the heroism of soldiers whom we know only admire too much with sublime 

devotion. 

France, as I have described in the Journal, has astonished the world by the bravery without 

equal of its combatants. Once believed to have degenerated, he has been shown on the field 

of battle pouring forth without weakness, with such ardent blood and generous choler again 

in his veins. 

It is France who made the first debut to inflict on the German onrush the terrible stop-hit 

which fully allowed the ulterior development of the war. 



France was also the first ready to make strikes against material industries against which 

will bring about the limited ability for the enemy to advance their fabrication. 

With the second year of the war a new period opened up, where our reflected energy must 

be at a new level of superb enthusiasm of the month of August 1914. 

In combat with white arms, as in struggles of all types that comport a gigantic duel between 

groups of nations, this reflected energy is imposed on more and more. 

When one speaks of our soldiers throwing themselves with bayonets at cannon, it is always 

under desired conditions: but it must be that there is less than sufficient preparation by the 

artillery, if one is only able to completely surprise the enemy. 

The ardour, the fugue and combativeness are innate qualities of our soldiers over the rest, 

especially if they are trained after a simple and practical method. 

This simplicity, such as the method which you espouse with your collaborator Émile Andre, 

whose competence in matters of fencing and physical education is well known, as prepared 

for me should give the best results. 

Your devotee, 

Charles Humbert 

Senator of the Muse 

  



Simplified method of the bayonet 

To precis the role of the bayonet in the war of 1914-1915…, the “Great War” and simplify 

further the method of teaching for this weapon, that is the double aim of this publication. 

It is thought that, despite the perfection of firearms and the formidable multiplication of 

projectiles and explosives of all types, the bayonet will play often an important role, perhaps 

even a decisive role. 

It intervenes without doubt less frequently from our side that among Russian troops, who 

love this weapon very much and where they repeat willingly the maxim of Souvarof: “The 

bullet is folly, the bayonet is wise”, and the variation by Dragomirof: “The bullet is blind, the 

bayonet alone is a buxom lass.” 

On the occasion bringing about heavy losses in men who had been surrounded by our allies 

to allow a sufficient number of assailants to come atop the German lines, which they broke 

with great courage and “fury”. 

In our army, it has come about, especially at the start of the war, that one places too much 

haste to resort to the bayonet: carried on by their ardour, their courage and deceived in 

certain occasions by a faked rout which was only a trap*- our men thrown themselves 

sometimes too far and without sufficient preparation of artillery. 

*an example between others; at the combat of 22nd August 1914 at V… (Belgian) a battalion of infantry saw 

German soldiers rapidly exposed by the favour of a matinal fog, at some hundreds of metres. The buglers sounded 

the charge, the musicians performed “Le Marseillaise”; our soldiers launched themselves with bayonets at cannon. 

Then the false routers disappeared into a fold in the ground, uncovered their German machine guns which had 

been disguised behind small, unseen trenches. The men were mown down. 

 
Fig 1- the guard. The sergeant represented here, with the grey-blue coat adopted during the course of the war, is 

leaning a little forward, ready to leap. 

 
Fig.2- the sergeant makes a brutal beat to the right (following the action of fig.3 and 4) 

But in desirable conditions, either at night, while seeing to attack by surprise, or even the 

day after an able and energetic preparation, the bayonet brings about almost always 

decisive results. 



One knows the innate aptitudes of our soldiers in using this weapon. 

The sole deed for them to hold in their hands a rifle-bayonet, to have confidence in their 

weapon and to know which part they can thrust with, as required, is a great morale 

booster. 

No more need said on this subject. 

But it is for us to prepare and show a very useful new simplification possible in the training 

of fencing with the bayonet, derived from the recent experience in the same course of these 

later situations. 

Basically, fencing with the bayonet, in war, is very simplified and relieves in most cases, in 

almost all cases, adversaries of ruthlessness and of morale. Said otherwise, morale plays an 

enormous role, and when an adversary is a little overcome, one “renders him inside” as one 

wants. 

How the state of mind of the soldier have an influence on the type of combat given the 

conditions, which are different from those of championship assaults, military tournaments 

in times of peace? 

Often our soldiers only come upon the enemy trenches having seen many of their friends 

and comrades fall under a hail of bullets. 

Thus, those who arrive, raging, foaming at the mouth, holding their rifles ready, fingers on 

the trigger, to continue into the “tacatacatacata” of the machine guns. 

Finally, at a few paces from the Bosche, whom he wishes to pierce with his bayonet, the 

soldier begins by discharging his rifle, without aiming; the same as the German thus fires 

at him with one last rifle shot. At this time the two adversaries thus flee thunderously, at 

some paces from one another, all before being able to use their bayonets! 

But if neither one nor the other has fallen, our soldier launches himself to pierce the 

German. And thus, the attack one wants to make of all the others, that is the straight 

thrust while thrusting the trunk, especially also, the “beat, straight thrust”. (Which is 

preferable to avoid a double hit). 

And then, while holding the weapon also steadily as possible, both hands clenched, as 

much as possible, be careful that the man to the side of the adversary cannot make a final 

attack with a rifle by shooting at him. 

Said otherwise, do not use the bayonet attack called “throw point”, in which one abandons 

the weapon with the left hand which is then held ready to re-seize it. 

One can reach further, but one cannot hold the weapon steady enough, and instinctively, in 

real combat, one cannot risk this. It is an attack for the assault in competition and 

tournaments, it is not an attack for real combat. * 

*in a tournament it is enough to touch lightly to have a hit to his body and, furthermore, the adversaries know 

that they are hardly exposed to an attack with a penetrating point if they do not hold their arm solidly, at the point 

to risk of letting go, of being disarmed in one fashion or another. But it is otherwise in real combat. The “throw 

point”, otherwise, has been supported for a long time in theory 

One does not even want to use, from our understanding, in engagements with the bayonet 

in this war, the procedure consisting of making a glide, “sliding” the weapon through the 

left hand up to the right hand, to lunge the full length of the weapon fully while thrusting. 

But we have noted that in certain cases, after having thrust and seen it reach the 

adversary, men allowed to thrust with the weapon obtain greater penetration. 



This then modifies the conditions of bayonet combat, which contribute to being far from 

typical conditions of championship assaults and tournaments, is the different terrains 

where it can be produced: for example, near a trench of such and such type** given the 

surroundings can be covered with broken ground, debris from iron wire demolished by 

artillery, broken tree branches, roots of trees, brushwood, etc. 

**in the trenches the closeness of the terrain brings about the use of very short weapons other than the rifle-

bayonet. In such a case, the bayonet removed from the rifle and held in the hand already gives appreciable results, 

and it is probable that the use of knives with a ferrule will tend to be generalised in this type of combat for our 

soldiers as among French troops one knows that some of the Ghurkhas have drawn their special knives against 

Germans. 

 

Fig. 3- the beat is followed without stopping by a leap which allows the sergeant to “be in place” 

 
Fig.4- then he thrusts, the weapon clenched in both hands (Demi-feint) 

It comes about also that the terrain has become slippery from rain and it has been found in 

various grounds that one is exposed to entangled and falling*. Combat can come about also 

near a crater that is disputed,  in a wood, in a house or where when one gives chase from 

room to room, etc. 

*At M…under T…, the 15th September 1914 the … of infantry made a charge in an immense field of beets where 

the step of our soldier was considerably impeded. A similar deed is produced in other places. 

Furthermore, one also clearly accounts fully for the physical conditions where one finds 

soldiers, especially after a long rest, for all the times, in the trenches. Their ankles can be a 

little stiffened as many men are obliged to take positions more or less crouched in their 

shelters, especially in the mud. 

It is thus especially so that one cannot provide for those men a fairly complicated fencing 

method that has need for stretching exercises to put them in the best state of training for 

combat with white arms. 

It is from these stretching exercises that begin the simplified lesson which we propose to 

give with a view to real combat with the bayonet. 



One will perform these flexing actions on the ankles and jumps following the breathing 

actions. 

Various games, such as that of football, in rest periods and at mealtimes, contribute to 

maintaining our soldiers in good shape, given a state of physical training, giving them 

suppleness, agility at the same time it forms a useful distraction** Games of throwing large 

stones, with each hand, develop the extenders of the arms, and train soldiers in throwing 

grenades. 

**one sees organised near the front various sessions where several sports are practiced. Assaults of English and 

French boxing figure in the programme. One even sees our soldiers organise sack races.

 
Fig.5- another example of thrusting after a brisk and very vigorous beat, which throws aside the adverse weapon 

by far 

 
Fig.6- another example of thrusting (with demi-feint as fig.4), while letting slide the weapon through the left hand. 

One can do this in practice. From the point of view of real combat, see the reservations that we make. The attack is 

made with opposition to the right 

Come on guard 

After some minutes of stretching exercises one teaches to come on guard, by taking hold 

the point lightly to the left, and a little higher than horizontal, the weapon, above the barrel 

to the left (fig.1). In war the soldier places, instinctively, the point in this position when he 

arrives near the enemy; it covers better thus the chest and, furthermore, is fully ready to 

parry or make a beat formed at once a parry and a preparation to attack before thrusting. 

As explained in the regulations of 1913*, one places both feet about 0.5m (distance varies 

according to the height of the man) “the right foot behind and a little to the right of the left 

foot, toe of the foot turned out, legs a little bent, upper body slightly leaning forward. 

“These indications are carried out under instruction with a fixed foot. In combat, to attack 

the adversary as rapidly as possible, the guard is generally taken while stepping, without 

stopping, and the man simply beats the weapon while he approaches these indications.” 

*Provisional modifications of articles 110-121 include the rules for manoeuvres of infantry of 3rd December 1904 

(Reproduced in the regulations of 20th April 1914) 



 

Fig.7- thrust after a beat to the right 

 

Fig.8- parry to the right 

In addition, in war one sees soldiers charge the enemy either by bringing to the shoulder 

the rifle-bayonet held with both hands (charging position of the regulation charge) or simply 

carrying it in one hand. The important is that when arriving a little distance from the enemy 

it takes- instinctively, otherwise- the position shown above, with which, the rifle firmly held 

in both hands, the point fairly raised, the man is fully ready to parry or to make a vigorous 

beat forming at once a parry and preparation for attack. 

Marches. Diverse evolutions 

At the instruction, after coming on guard, one trains the soldier to gain or break measure, 

to make steps forward, backwards, hops and to displace obliquely, slip, etc. 

Attacks 

Thrust- to practice the “thrust”, the rules (modification published in 1913) say thus: 

“Launch quickly the weapon with both hands, barrel to the left or on top, carry the upper 

body forwards, extend the ankle straight. If there is place, lunge with the left foot and even 

let slide the weapon in the left hand. Return immediately to guard.” 



Upon the procedure which consists of letting “slide” the weapon in the left hand, to reach a 

little further, we have already made a remark; one can train with this procedure, but the 

use has not been noted in the bayonet combats which we have knowledge of, except 

perhaps to obtain more penetration after the blow is delivered. 

The “thrust” having been performed, either fixed foot, or lunging (without exaggerating the 

development, see fig. 4 and 6). 

One will practice the men to “thrust” fairly quickly, as vigorously as possible, upon 

mannequins which must be pierced by aiming to the intended points. The instructor moves 

about at will the mannequin with the aid of a cord or a fairly long pole. 

Come next to individual instruction between the instructor and men taken each in turn, by 

using special training rifles with retractable bayonets with rounded points. 

One also uses fixed and well-padded plastrons to accustom he men to strong blows. 

The instructor, placing himself opposite the soldier, makes him perform a thrust, and 

teaches him to make preceding the attack a vigorous beat from right to left. 

The beat performed with a great force must have, to be effective, deviate briskly the adverse 

weapon. 

It is done for preference to the right, where there is more force, to better avoid a double hit. 

With a straight thrust not preceded by a beat, a double hit is produced too frequently, 

especially if it was performed at the same time with an opposition to protect oneself. 

One must suppose that the adversary will also have the idea of making a beat which will 

neutralise the effect of yours. 

Also train the soldier to make as required a second beat also quick, also brisk as possible to 

deviate the adverse weapon and thrust immediately. The man must be accustomed to the 

functions of the instructor. It is the best means for him to understand the importance of 

diverse movements. 

Opposition. Pressure 

One trains to dominate the weapon of the adversary with a strong opposition or even a 

vigorous pressure before delivering a blow. But insist on our preference for the rude beat. 

 

Fig.9- parry to the left 



 
Fig.10- butt blow to the face 

Disengage 

The “disengage”, made by passing the point under the adverse weapon, can be useful, 

notably when the enemy has neutralised your beat with his own. 

It has come about that men well trained to make disengages from derobements upon the 

beats which give the impression of having seen them coming, by reason of the large action 

made by the enemy*. They avoid then the contact with the adverse weapon fully while 

delivering a blow themselves. 

*These “well trained men” we speak of, who have success with his blow and we should insist on this matter. One 

must not forget, indeed, that the large mass of the army is formed of reservists, the army is no more formed of 

professionals, but soldiers of all natures, and the great majority of combatants, at the time of mobilisation, are no 

more trained in bayonet combat. The disengage or several derobements thus are used by men of action, and even 

among those, they will be exceptional. The derobement, which demands a certain dexterity and wherewithal 

studied outside the emotions of combat, become more difficult to perform when the bullets are whistling, grenades 

are flying and the mortars explode. 

 
Fig.11- a man, in a trench, is hampered by the small space in this trench and the height of the parapet. It is very 

easy for him to make a simple beat to the right and “spike” him, as in the following figure. 

 
Fig.12- another case: to increase the range of his attack, the man places his arm out of the trench, at head height, 

and holds his weapon almost at the end of hi arms. In the case, it is enough to make a low parry while “sweeping 

the floor”, to the right or left, and riposte. All while thrusting, the sergeant places a knee on the ground to avoid 

slipping, then falling landslide of the parapet, and also to extend the range of his riposte 



As the regulations say, “the beat, opposition and disengagement are performed with the left 

hand, the weapon pivoting around the right hand which can, as required, to be displaced.” 

The left hand* is, indeed, the director of the actions. 

*Lefthanders have a greater ease to attack in a different guard, do not push their instruction in this guard 

Parries 

Beats and oppositions, which we have shown to use to prepare or assure an attack, serve 

also as parries to deviate the adverse weapons and precede a riposte. 

For example, after having parried with a beat to the right, one ripostes with a thrust to 

chest. 

Recall that beat-parries to the right are more vigorous than to the left and avoid better 

double hits. 

Outside of parries in the high line- which are used less frequently- there is a certain case 

where, with a sort of movement sweeping, one deviates to the right or left, blows from the 

adversary threaten the lowline. For example, in figure 12, the sergeant placed above the 

trench has parried a blow delivered by the soldier, then he has thrusted; the beat with a 

sweeping attack is very powerful. 

Since when the parrier dominates less his adversary then in another case, for example 

when it simply placed on a small talus, one must perform these parries in a low line 

without raising to excess the right arm and the butt. 

Otherwise the movement performed thus is the most natural fashion, is the easiest. 

Use of the butt and blows in close combat 

When one comes to close combat, after the bayonet attack is parried or slipped, or 

neutralised by a simultaneous opposition of the adversary; one must take with speed the 

initiative to make the butt pass forward, and the strike with both hands, either with the 

cheek plate as in figure 10, or with the butt plate. 

One strikes especially to the head, the chest or pit of the stomach and in the abdomen. 

Leaping forward to take the field and deliver a bayonet attack can be especially dangerous 

because one will be exposed, and when one is exposed before having struck, if one has not 

already sufficiently bruised the adversary, with a butt blow. 

In addition to the leap forward, one must have sufficient space and a type of terrain where 

one cannot risk losing balance. We have already enumerated the types of terrain which 

hamper the various evolutions. 

If one performs this leap he must seek to keep his point on line and to hold himself ready to 

set aside the adverse weapon, as required, with a beat. 

On occasion, the soldier brings in his arms towards himself and even brings back the right 

foot to the rear to deliver a blow the arms withdrawn when the distance is not as great to 

thrust as usual. 

In close combat, one resorts to other means of combat relating to English boxing* and 

French boxing and the “banned” blows of conventional wrestling** 

*it comes about that soldiers who are amateur boxers hold their rifle only in the left hand and let fly with the right 

hand a solid punch to the face of their adversary 

**it is even come about that men bite. The remainder can even use knives for the “clearing of the trenches” 

Kicks and knee strikes to the groin are used in each case. Trips we find less practical. They 

demand more ability and more composure than one can generally have in the type of 

combat which they are used. 



As for parries of the butt blow, there are instinctive movements by which one seeks to 

oppose his rifle with that of the enemy all while seeking to deliver a close-combat attack 

such as a knee strike to the groin. And especially, one must try to strike fairly quickly, as 

strong as possible- acting always by his instinct- either with his arm or otherwise. 

Of course, despite the confidence that one has in his instinct for the attacks and parries in 

close combat, that one does not dispense with practicing these so that they come to be done 

automatically and with most certainty. 

Here, simply to title the indications that the instructor will complete easily, a series of 

preparatory drills for combat with the bayonet. 

At the start of the session, a little marching with matched pace. After a short rest, some 

stretching exercises. 

One orders: 

Guard yourself! 

Hands on thighs: leg stretches 

Jumping on the spot with lateral raising of the extended arms and spreading the legs 

Stretching the torso forward and backward 

Breathing exercises 

One passes next to stretching exercises with the rifle. 

Then comes bayonet drills by order, where one only thrusts into open air. 

With true bayonets the men are trained individually to transfix the mannequins on the 

places indicated by the instructor. 

With special rifles with a retractable bayonet with rounded point- as there must be in a 

great number in each regiment*- the men are trained and train themselves to thrust on 

padded plastrons. 

*by means of transformed Gras rifles 

Then the instructor**, also furnished with a training rifle, makes each man pass 

successively in front of him, and orders: 

** recall that once trained soldiers must take turn to function in the role of instructor, it is the best means to have 

him understand the importance of the diverse actions 

Thrust (at me) without lunging 

Thrust while you lunge (Demi-feint) 

I thrust, parry with a brutal beat and thrust (in riposte) 

Beat and thrust 

I beat and thrust, parry with a brutal beat or an opposition or a riposte 

(beat-parries preferably to the right) 

Thrust several times 

Rest 

On guard 

I thrust. By a brutal opposition accompanied with a leap forward while pressing always on 

my weapon, enter upon me and give me a butt blow to the face or chest, etc. 

On guard 

Double step forward 

Double step backward 

Step right 

Step left (steps must be made rapidly) 

On guard 

Beat. I disengage and thrust; with a rapid retreating action and an opposition evade the 



blow, then beat and thrust. 

I beat, disengage and thrust 

Upon my attack, parry either with opposition, or by beat and riposte with a butt blow to the 

face or the chest. 

Drill for the low parry: 

Upon my attack in the low line* make a low parry to the right while “sweeping” and riposte. 

Etc. 

In addition, the instructor must always give confidence to the pupil, allow him to touch 

fairly often, at the start, without seeking to parry. 

Finish the session with some cadence marching. 

*For example, upon your beat responding to mine, I can on occasion (according to the situation and distance), 

disengage while thrusting to the stomach (by “thrusting under”) instead of disengaging as ordinary while thrusting 

in the high line. Ordinarily one risks too much exposing oneself while thrusting under, especially out of hand; but 

in the case shown, and following the situation, the distance more or less covered, one can have the opportunity to 

thrust lower. 

Assaults. Simulations of combat 

Upon the lessons in the assault and the simulations of combat which complete the 

instruction for the men, with the aid of special rifles and by putting on masks, while gloving 

the left hand, we can return to the regulations of 1913, while adding the following advice: 

We have shown a small number of attacks, by evasion even, for more simplicity, using 

fencing terms which do not complicate things un-usefully a training intended to be put 

rapidly in the reach of all men of all classes of recruitment. 

The small number of attacks must come about easily, with a little exercise, and performed 

instinctively. And they should be done without hesitation, with a spirit of offence and an 

aggressive spirit as required. 

In a “courteous” assault between comrades they are naturally forced to moderate a little 

their ardour for close combat attacks since butt blows should be “lightly done” and “never 

given on the lunge” as the regulations say, to avoid accidents. 

One must recall, at least before their first assaults, the utility to take the adversary to their 

right, to have their own point to their left, as I shown in the guard position. 

In this fashion, one avoids better double hits, one is better covered, ready to make an 

opposition or a beat-parry to the right and to deliver with vigour the attacks shown. 

Instructors must oversee the assaults, give advice to men to accustom them to make rapid 

decision as in real combat 

When one does not act as in an assaulting lesson but in the image of real combat, it 

separates the men and they make to change the adversary, if in a few seconds a decision 

has not been obtained. 

For the training progression there will be at first a certain number of assaults with less 

rapid decisions. 

Special cases 

Bayonet against bayonet- as shown in the regulations, the instructor opposes sometimes a 

man with two, a man or two against several adversaries, a group of adversaries against 

another group of adversaries. 

With regards to simulating combat of one man against two, as noted is often witnessed in 

war: two men who see a sole adversary in front of them seeing which one he is going to 

take, and instinctively one of the two becomes at first a spectator. Such as when a 

Frenchman and a first German are at grips, the other German observes which is the more 



resolute, the more combative and, especially if he recognises this superior warriorhood 

among the French, the second German waits for the results before taking part- a little late- 

in the combat, or to flee, or to surrender. 

Clearly all of this is very rapid; without hesitation that one must charge upon the 

adversaries, seek to finish him with the most speed, and intercept the second by turning 

about as required to take them one then the other from his right. 

Bayonet against sabre wielded on foot- one must make to thrust and beat-thrust, and if the 

“sabreur”* makes a movement to parry, hold the weapon solidly, neutralise the adverse 

action with a beat, then thrust. 

*the words “sabreur” and “sabreur” evoke uniquely sometimes cutting blows. But here by sabreur we want to say, 

“man armed with a sabre” and give also thrust as well as cuts well 

One must guard against prise-de-fer and slips and be aware also that the adversary does 

not look to seize the bayonet with a hand. 

For reason of the difference in weight of the weapons and the mode of holding one has more 

force and, furthermore, one has advantage of length with the rifle-bayonet. 

Bayonet against sabre wielded when on horse- it is practical for the infantryman to look to 

raise the horsemen first from his seat, that is to say his balance on the horse. As such he 

must not be afraid to spike the horse in the nostrils to make it rear up, then, with a leap to 

the side, he looks to overcome the unbalanced horseman. But first he must look to have 

him to his left. 

We occupy ourselves specially with combat of infantryman against infantryman, we have 

not entered into detail of the different cases to distinguish for infantry combat against 

cavalry armed with sabre or lance. 

As indicted in the regulations, “the officers and ranks armed with sabre are trained with 

this weapon (sabre in the fencing salle) against men; one benefits in outside these facilities 

which offer the garrisons to wrestle against horsemen armed with training sabres or 

lances.” 

One makes also practices with rifle- bayonets against carbine-bayonets. 

Recall that the action of the special rifles must be checked frequently. 

Simulations of combat must be done in varied terrain 

The regulations prepared by the Joinville school in 1813 mention the case of combat for 

bayonets on an incline, across obstacle, trenches*, etc. 

One knows how many of the provisions are more than realised in actual war. 

*with regard to the disadvantaged situation of a man in a trench to defend himself with a bayonet (see fig. 11 and 

12), add this: If through lack of ammunition or by intention, one has let the enemy come fairly near the trench, 

given that the iron wires are destroyed, it must then be that the men leave the trench to go out in front of their 

enemies’ bayonets. 

In review, it happens that there are other types of terrain: a man who descends a bank at a 

certain height is preoccupied by a question of keeping his balance, and can find himself 

often, for this reason, in an inferior state with regard to the enemy who wait at the bottom 

of the bank. 

 


